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Goals for this workshop

1. Introduce the Galaxy platform.

2. Demonstrate how to:

• Load and integrate data from popular online 

resources

• Perform bioinformatics analysis with Galaxy

• Save, share, describe and publish your analysis 

and generated datasets 

This workshop will not cover details of how the tools 

are implemented or new algorithm designs or which 

assembler or mapper or ... is best for you.



http://pathogenomics.bham.ac.uk/hts/

Next Generation Genomics: World Map of High-throughput Sequencers

Nick Loman, James Hadfield

The Motivation Slide



What is Galaxy?

• A free for everyone web service integrating a 

wealth of tools, compute resources, terabytes of 

reference data and permanent storage

• An analysis and data integration tool

• Open source software that makes integrating 

your own tools and data and customizing for your 

own site simple

• A part of GMOD

http://galaxyproject.org



http://galaxyproject.org

http://usegalaxy.org

http://getgalaxy.org

Galaxy URLs to Remember
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Enable 

accessible, 

reproducible, 

and 

transparent 

computational biomedical research.

Galaxy aims to



On pig chromosome 18, 

which coding exons have the most 

repeats in them?

 http://usegalaxy.org

Demo: Accessibility



Galaxy: A Rough Plan

• Get some data

• Coding exons on chromosome 18

• Repeats on chromosome 18

• Mess with it

• Identify which exons have repeats

• Count repeats per exon

• Save, download, visualize, ... exons with most 
repeats.

~ http://usegalaxy.org/galaxy101 



Enable 

accessible, 

reproducible, 

and 

transparent 

computational biomedical research.

Galaxy aims to



 http://usegalaxy.org

Demo: Reproducibility and Transparency
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Galaxy main site

http://usegalaxy.org

• Public web site, anybody can use

• Hundreds of tools

• Persistent

• ~500 new users per month, ~100 TB of user data, 

~135,000 analysis jobs per month



But, it’s a big world

Main has lots of tools, storage, processor, users, ...

• But not all tools  there are thousands and adding 

new tools is not taken lightly

• But not infinite storage and processors  main will 

continue to be maintained and enhanced, but with 

use limits and storage quotas

A centralized solution cannot scale to meet data 

analysis demands of the whole world



Scaling Galaxy

 

• Encourage local Galaxy instances and Galaxy on the 

cloud.  Support increasingly decentralized model 

and improve access to existing resources

• Focus on building infrastructure to allow 

community to integrate and share tools, workflows, 

and best practices 



Local Galaxy Instances

http://getgalaxy.org

Galaxy is designed for local installation and 

customization

• Easily integrate new tools

• Easy to deploy and manage on nearly any Unix 
system

• Just download and run, completely selfcontained! *

* Some assembly required. �†    
�† But not much. �‡

�‡ And help is on the way.



Public Galaxy Servers

http://galaxyproject.org/wiki/PublicGalaxyServers

ChIPchip and ChIPseq?

✓  Cistrome

Statistical Analysis?

✓  Genomic Hyperbrowser

Sequence and tiling arrays?

✓  Oqtans

Text Mining?

✓  DBCLS Galaxy

Reasoning with ontologies?

✓  GO Galaxy

Internally symmetric protein structures?

✓  SymD

Interested in:



• Move tool execution to other systems

• Galaxy works with any DRMAA compliant 

cluster job scheduler which is most of 

them.

• Galaxy is just another client to your 

scheduler.

Got your own cluster?



Galaxy CloudMan

http://usegalaxy.org/cloud

• Start with a fully configured and populated tools and 
data Galaxy instance.

• Allows you to scale up and down your compute assets 
as needed.

• Someone else manages the data center.

• Dannon Baker demonstrated this on Monday:

• In 30 minutes, using only a web browser, Dannon:

• Setup an elastic compute cluster, fully pre
populated with data and tools, ran some ChIPSeq 
analysis, and then shut it down, and gave a talk and 
answered questions.



Galaxy Tool Shed

• Allow users to share “suites” containing tools, 

datatypes, workflows, sample data, and automated 

installation scripts for tool dependencies

• Integration with Galaxy instances to automate tool 

installation and updates

http://usegalaxy.org/community
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Galaxy Community

Annual Community Meting

Tool Shed

Mailing Lists very active

Screencasts 

Events Calendar, News Feed

Community Wiki 

Local Public Installs 

http://galaxyproject.org/wiki

Data intensive biology 

for everyone 

Galaxy is an open, web-based platform for data intensive biological research.  
Whether on the free public server, or your own instance you can perform, 

share, and reproduce complete bioinformatic analyses.  

To learn more about how Galaxy can help you gain insight from your data, please 

attend one of these Galaxy related presentations at PAG 2012: 
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The Galaxy Platform: Running analysis in the cloud 
1:40-2:10, Town and Country, Dannon Baker 

Need high-end computation, but lack the infrastructure? This session (part of the Cloud 
Computing workshop) will show you how to use Galaxy on the cloud to run your analysis.  
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Poster 

  Sessions 

Grand  

  Exhibit Hall 

Even: 

  10:00-11:30 
Odd: 

    3:00-  4:30 

P698: Developing Tools for Genomic Analysis in a Wide Bulb Onion 

(Allium Capa L.), John A. McCallum 
Galaxy pipelines were developed to enable large-scale design of PCR-based 

markers for validation and mapping of polymorphisms identified between 
transcriptomes of parent lines. 

P936: DDBJ Sequence Read Archive and cloud-computing based 

annotation tool for new-generation sequencing data, Hideki Nagasaki 
This DDBJ resource provides analysis support using Galaxy. 

P87: GMOD in the Cloud, Scott Cain 
Galaxy is a part of the GMOD consortium and is just one of many GMOD 
components that are cloud enabled. 
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Galaxy 
10:30-11:30, Golden West, Dave Clements 

Want to learn about Galaxy, and how to use it? This is the session for you. This is the first session of a 
workshop on GMOD components that also covers tools for genome annotation (MAKER), 

visualization (JBrowse, GBrowse_syn), and online database construction (Tripal). 

MAPHiTS: an efficient workflow for SNP detection 
11:35-11:50, California Room, Marc Bras 

MAPHiTS has been integrated into INRA URGI’s local Galaxy instance, allowing biologists without 
Unix skills to easily analyse short-reads sequences with a user-friendly interface.  

http://galaxyproject.org 
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Develop and deploy:

http://GetGalaxy.org

Try it now:

http://UseGalaxy.org  

Guru Ananda

http://GalaxyProject.org 
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Thanks

GMOD

Dr. Scott Cain

PAG Organizers 


